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Junction box - TAE 3x6 NFN connection box TAE 3X6
NFN UP rw

Rutenbeck
TAE 3X6 NFN UP rw
10210204
4043921036556 EAN/GTIN

3,03 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (USA)

Connection box TAE 3X6 NFN UP rw flush-mounted, screw fastening type, TAE 3x6 NFN version, color white, RAL number 9010, screw connection type, central plate, cover
frame, design-capable, telecommunications connection unit for 1 telephone and 2 additional devices, 3 x 6-pin , 6 screw contacts, with center plate and cover plate, with
spreader claws, pure white (similar to RAL 9010), 80 x 80 x 31 mm, 67 g
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